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In the "stable" range, roughly where the connectivity of Y exceeds the homology, or homotopy, dimension of X, it is well known that / can be extended as a cofibration C -X -Y, or respectively a fibration X -Y -B.
A criterion is given for the existence of such extensions in a less restrictive "metastable" range. A main result is that if / is at least 2-connec- In an appropriate "stable" range of dimensions and connectivities the extension can be made. The object of this paper is to give a necessary and sufficient condition for the extension in the "metastable" range.
Only the simply connected version is considered here, and spaces are understood to have the homotopy type of a CW complex; basepoints are nondegenerate.
A cofibration lemma similar to 1.2 was announced in [3] , and the nonsimply connected version is given in [4] . It was developed for use as a main step in constructing a surgery theory for Poincaré' spaces. Corollary 1.3 and some standard Spanier-Whitehead duality can be used to do surgery on simply connected Poincaré' spaces.
T. Ganea [2] and R. Nowlan [6] have similar results, but their extension criterion involves operation, or "cooperation" of an ¿-space, or co-A-space.
Our criterion is based, in the cofibration case, on a homotopy analog of the vanishing of certain products in cohomology. See the comments after 1.3. This will be proved in §3. There is a uniqueness which asserts that with the dimension restriction lowered by 1, the cofibration or fibration is uniquely determined by the factoring. In the "stable" range the factoring is automatic.
In the cofibration case the factoring hypothesis can be made more explicit. (i) They form a homotopy fibration if the induced map X -• Y8\^ is a homotopy equivalence. They form an n-fibration if X -» Y8\^ is «-connected.
(ii) Similarly they form a homotopy cofibration (resp. n-cofibration) if Y./X -• Z is a homotopy equivalence (resp. n-connected).
The first step is to specify to what extent these situations imply each other. (i) // they form a homotopy fibration, then they are also a con / + con co/z'i>rarz'oB.
(ii) // a homotopy cofibration, then also a con / + con X-fibration. Now g: Y -' X/F has dim^g = dim^f, con g = con Y + con /, by 2.2, and con X/F = con Y. We have assumed dim"g = dimH/ < con / + 2 con Y -con g + con (X/F), so Lemma 2.3 extends g backwards as a cofibration.
X/F (/, g) is a homotopy dimH/-fibration, so the lift h oí f exists making the diagram homotopy commute. Now consider h. By extending the rows to the right as cofibrations we see that Z^/F « Y./X. Thus con /= con h, dim /= dim h since these are
